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IntroductionIn  this  presentation  I  would  like  to  question  what  is  at  stake  in  gamification  and  in  the discourses  surrounding  this  new  trendy  word,  and  propose  how  we  could  rethink gamification  (which  is  precisely  the  topic  of  this  workshop).  Firstly  I  will  discuss  how gamification has been understood so far in the academic and marketing contexts. Particularly I will focus on how the issue of performativity has been introduced in the discourses related to the topic of gamification. I will then argue that the performativity of a gamified system, and gamification as a technique, could be reinterpeted in regards to their ontological and ethical dimensions.  I  will  also  argue  how  such  reinterpretation  involves  re-thinking  the  logic  of simulations as systems oriented to the prediction of possible future events. I will finally offer some examples from the fields of 'new media'  art and 'code performance',  which I believe could provide some interesting suggestions in our quest to rethink gamification.
Gamification: a technique to get specific effectsWhat sort of questions do we usually ask, in relation to gamification? I have the impression that gamification is mostly discussed as a  technique,  and also as a technique with specific 
effects on  the  players.  Who  is  asking  these  questions?  Designers,  marketing  people, consultants, and occasionally academics. Fields which are not necessarily separated from each other, and which are currently debating the implications of gamification and trying to define what it is.Let's start by firstly asking how gamification can be understood as a technique. This is the 'how' question presented mostly by those marketing consultants who are currently trying to propose themselves as gamification experts for existing businesses. For example we find this question in the consultancies and seminars offered by Gabe Zichermann from the Gamification 
Summit1 in California, and also in the presentations of his gamification company  Dopamine.2 Also, it is the most important issue texts such as Gamification by Design: Implementing Game  
Mechanics in Web and Mobile Apps, by Zichermann and Cunningham  (2011), where the two 
1 http://gsummit.com/   
2 http://dopa.mn/   
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Gamification Lab at Centre for Digital Cultures15-17 May 2013authors propose how to 'gamify' an experience. They suggest for example how to use badges and rewards, in which situations gamification works best, and how to improve a business by incorporating practices of game design in the experience of the customers.The second key issue is that gamification is also discussed as a way for producing certain 

effects.  We can see this  when the debates about gamification do not only discuss how to design a gamified system, but also how this same system can be useful for the designer to somehow  influence  the  players'  behaviour.  There  is  a  sort  of  behaviourist  approach  in gamification, as discussed and debated by Kevin Werbach in his Gamification online course on Coursera.3 The question of the effects of gamification is centred on the question of iterability: the same design element should get the same effect in a different context. Such iterability of game design is the underlying logic of gamification as effective technique.The questions that have been asked so far regarding gamification can be rephrased, I believe,  into one main question: 'how can we do things with video games?'. Which is also the title of a book by Ian Bogost (2011), who is very sceptic about gamification.4 I do not want to be equally sceptic. Not because I think gamification has been discussed, presented and applied in a fair  and interesting way (quite the opposite!).  I  agree with Bogost regarding how gamification consultants have been interpreting game design from a very limited perspective,  and also been using the word 'gamification', most of the time, to embellish an otherwise exploitative  practice. However, I believe that dismissing gamification we might end up throwing the baby out  with  the  bathwater,  and  not  understanding  how  other  questions,  possibly  more interesting, could also be asked.
Gamification and performativityI have the impression that we have never really questioned the discourses on gamification for  the ways in which they approach the topic of performativity. The title of Ian Bogost's text is a  reference  to  Austin's  How  to  Do  Things  with  Words (1962),  but  Austin's  idea  of  the performative utterance and the speech-act have been largely discussed since his lectures were originally published in 1962. Discourses on gamification have been trying to propose that specific statements or elements of a game simulation, if  properly designed, can have more or less predictable effects on the player.  However this  seems to be based on a strict  separation between language,  or game design, and reality, as one can affect the other.Theories of performativity, through Foucault and Butler, have been trying precisely to question and nuance such binary relation between reality and language.  One approach has been to think of discourse as being part of the same world that it is claimed to be affecting.
3 https://class.coursera.org/gamification-002/class/index   
4 Ian Bogost has claimed that gamification should be renamed as 'exploitationware' in an article published on 

Gamasutra (“Persuasive Games: Exploitationware”, 3rd May 2011, available at 
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/134735/persuasive_games_exploitationware.php )
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Gamification Lab at Centre for Digital Cultures15-17 May 2013In regards to gamification, I believe we could start by asking a very similar question. What if  gamified systems are in fact part of the same world they are claimed to be affecting?Also, and quite crucially, such question does not only affect the ways in which we think about the effects of gamification, but also how we think about gamification as a technique.Karen Barad has proposed, in her text Meeting the Universe Halfway: Quantum Physics and the  

Entanglement of Matter and Meaning (2007), reconsidering the materiality of performativity, through what she calls 'agential realism'. Drawing on the scientific discourse and on the role  played by the observer in a scientific experiment, she claims that scientists' apparatuses are not  'passive  observing instruments;  on  the  contrary,  they  are  productive  of  (and  part  of) phenomena' (2007, p.142). That moment when the 'intra-action' (as she puts it) of matter and discourses is temporarily stopped by an act of observation is described as a 'cut', and then she also says that 'cuts are part of the phenomena they help produce' (2007, p.145).Sarah Kember and Joanna Zylinska in Life After New Media (2013) have been discussing Karen Barad's concept of the 'cut', and debated the agency of such process of cutting. They say  'we can see how this kind of agential cut has both an ontological and an ethical dimension: it is a causal procedure that performs the division of the world into entities, but it is also an act of decision  with  regard to  the  boundaries  of  those  entities'  (2013,  p.  82).  From this  point  I believe we can bring back the discourse on performativity into a redefinition of gamification as a technique. When Kember and Zylinska discuss about what does it then mean to 'cut well', they conclude that: 'cutting well therefore means cutting film, tape, reality in a way that does  not lose sight of the horizon of duration or foreclose on the creative possibility of life enabled by  this  horizon'  (2013,  p.  82)  –  they  come  to  such  conclusion  while  thinking  about photography, but I think we could take this as a suggestion also in regards to gamification.Gamification can be rethought as a way of 'cutting', as a technique which re-interprets game design in a context which is not, strictly speaking, only the conventional digital gaming that we are used to know. It is a call for game designers to think outside of the box and in a different context, with different goals. However, we have little or no critical approach to game design to be  honest,  and  even  less  about  the  design  of  a  gamified  system.  I  propose  that  posing  questions about gamification as a technique, or design practice, involves the question of what sort  of  agential  cuts  are  usually  enacted  through  gamification.  What  entities  come  to  be defined through such technique? How can gamification be seen trough its  ontological  and ethical dimensions?
Genealogy of the logic of gamification

I would like to discuss these issues through a text which does not explicitly addresses the topic of gamification,  but I  believe could contribute quite well  to the current discussion.  Patrick Crogan's text Gameplay mode: War simulation and technoculture (2011) addresses the topic in much more specific and critical terms than many other texts on the subject. Crogan argues that digital games are an expression of a more general desire to model complex processes, and 
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Gamification Lab at Centre for Digital Cultures15-17 May 2013that this desire is very much obsessed with prediction. Prediction  'to model phenomena by hypothetically extending and extrapolating its future to see how that future may be predicted, modified, and controlled' (2011, p.13). From this standpoint Crogan argues that computer games owe much to military technology, particularly  military  technology  developed  during  the  Cold  War  –  cybernetics,  real-time control and the overlay of real and simulated  events. The relation between the two fields does not only involve the construction of new technologies but also their conceptualization.  This means that the relation between military development and computer entertainment goes far beyond the simulation of a war like scenario for the purpose of military training,  but also  shares  the  use  of  simulation as a  means to  record and review actual  conflicts.  Therefore,  simulation is used as a predictive device of possible future events.How is this relevant to gamification? I would like to propose that the practice of game design,  and then gamification in more recent times, have mostly been relying on the same logic. It is what Crogan calls 'war on contingency'. As Ian Bogost wrote in a review of Crogan's text on 

gamestudies.org, war on contingency is the'deliberate  if  unacknowledged  attempt  to  reduce  or  remove  contingency.  Just  as military defense is meant to eliminate contingent outcomes in favor of ones knowable in advance, so “computer games play with the playing out of the war on contingency” (P. Crogan, 2011, p. 36). That is to say, left to their own devices, video games retain unassailable traces of the logic of military logistics in their form and function, even if  particular games may not take up explicitly militaristic themes' (2012, online)Crogan draws on Paul Virilio's theory of logistics (Pure War, 2008). Virilio, quoting a text by the Pentagon from the late '40s, notices how logistics was there defined as 'the procedure following which a nation's potential is transferred to its armed forces, in times of peace as in times of  war'  (p.  32).  It  is  what  Virilio  calls  'pure  war'.  Logistics  is  precisely the  'war  on contingency' which Crogan finds in digital forms of entertainment, and directly links video games with the logic of military development.
Nike+Let's look at  Nike+,5 one of the most famous and often mentioned examples of gamification (mentioned  in  most  of  the  'how  to'  texts  published  so  far,  including  Zichermann  and Cunningham,  2011)  [see  Appendix:  images].   We do not  only see  the  use  of  technologies developed in a military context – such as the GPS, digital mapping, mobile devices, etc. Nike+ is also a system which is designed to receive and record already predicted signals, it rewards precise events which are already expected by the simulation. The runner/player of  Nike+ is brought to comply to a frame of rules which works in fact as a regulatory frame where only specific  events  are  expected,  saved,  calculated  and  evaluated.  It  works  as  a  system  for recording and reviewing runners' performances, and compare them with each other, on a local or global scale. The players is expected to adapt to the simulation. The design of  Nike+,  as 
5 http://nikeplus.nike.com/plus/   
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Stackoverflow,7 or other more or less famous examples of gamified systems) depends on what has  been  decided  to  be  valuable  in  the  context  of  the  simulation,  what  specific  kind  of information  is  expected  from  the  user,  and  how  it  is  going  to  be  saved,  evaluated  and compared.The process of storing and evaluating data also has a specific material grounding, as Nike+, as well  as other gamified systems, relies on the presence of a digital database, of a back end where several accounts are saved and updated, to be later compared with each other and re-accessed for future games/runs. Nike+, and gamification as we-know-it, very often depend on the act of logging in and out (despite all the words spent on how gamification allegedly defies the idea of a magic circle, in fact I believe it tends to reinforce the separation between game and reality also by asking to 'start' and 'stop' the recording of a series of inputs).While  Nike+ could  still  be  considered  as  a  tool  with  a  specific  function  (assisting  and motivating physical exercise) the problem comes when gamification is 'applied' in education or in practices of self-help. These practices, once 'gamified',  become a matter of logistics, and replicate  a  logic  of  prediction  of  possible  future  events  in  the  same  ways  as  the  military simulations attempt to do in wartime. Rethinking gamification through its performativity, I believe, means instead to rethink the multiple ways in which it enables 'the creative possibility of  life',  as  suggested by Kember and Zylinska.  Therefore  re-opening spaces  for  contingent forms of intervention, for those signals that were not yet expected.
Conclusion: cards go bananasTo conclude, in this presentation I have proposed an overview of how gamification has been presented so far by its practitioners, and what it potentially means to think about gamification as a technique to stimulate specific effects on the user. The idea that is often replicated by gamification consultants and theorists is that this technique has a form of iterability, so that  the same effects are, more or less, predictable in different contexts. I have argued that this focus  on  the  performative  potential  of  games  can  be  re-thought  through  more  nuanced theories  of  performativity,  where  the  gamified  system is  considered  as  part  of  that  same reality  it  is  claimed  to  be  affecting  (thus  also  possibly  re-thinking  the  binary  separation between game and reality underlying the existing – and mostly behaviourist- approaches to gamification). From this perspective, gamified systems can also be understood through their relation with existing technologies and techniques. Crogan proposes to look at digital gaming as  based on the  obsession for  prediction  which directly  connects  digital  gaming with  the development of military technologies. In regards to gamification I believe this aspect is still  present and in fact reinforced. Gamification makes explicit the desire the control reality by fusing reality and simulation, as both come to co-constitute each other. I believe that to 'gamify well'  probably means to reflect  on the obsession for prediction that  underlies the logic of simulation,  and on the  productive  potential  of  what  Kember and Zylinska have called the 'creative possibility of life'.
6 https://www.superbetter.com/   
7 http://stackoverflow.com/   
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Unfortunately,  I  think  we  are  not  really  left  with  many  examples  of  original  forms  of gamification. As a final note I would like to introduce to the work of the artist Gazira Babeli,  and specifically one piece she made a few years ago, in 2006, entitled  Come to Heaven  [see Appendix: images].8 I will propose to look at this performance as a potentially new perspective on  the  relations  between digital  games  and  their  materiality,  the  ways  in  which they are played and how they can be opened to reach unexpected results.Gazira was an avatar in Second Life – her artistic career was intentionally stopped a few years  ago,  and  her  account  in  Second  Life  as  far  as  I  know  has  been  deleted,  therefore  it  is appropriate to talk about her in the past as a dead artist.9 In this piece her avatar falls from a very high point in the sky of Second Life, and while falling the 3d model of the avatar tends to  lose its integrity – if  you have ever been playing or doing art within Second Life,  you will probably remember how unstable the engine is. What we see here is a series of still images of  the falls. Quite interestingly, the same performance is repeated by replicating the same script but  on  different  computers,  and  at  different  times.  The  performance  in  fact  stresses  the graphic engine of  the game,  and highlights the unpredictability of  the engine itself,  which mixes the textures of the 3d model in different ways each time. Gazira Babeli plays with the logic of the script, which should serve the purpose of replicating the same actions in each  different  context.  Its  iterability  and  reliability  is  what  makes  it  worthwhile,  in  a  sense. However  we  also  know that  such  reliability  is  theoretical  more  than practical,  and  when confronted with the materiality of a computer (a more or less stable internet connection and definitely not very stable servers on the other side of the planet) the result is likely to become  unpredictable.  As Gazira comments:  "...  millions of meters away, at a very high speed. The effect obtained on the graphic card of the computer is hard to anticipate and it depends on the  creativity process of the card itself. Yes, cards go bananas..." (Gazira Babeli, 2006, online).I think that we need more similar experiments within the field of gamification. We need to play with the supposed predictability of a digital system, and allow the unexpected to come out  of  it.  Either  by  designing  new  systems,  or  playing  with  the  existing  ones,  or  by  just  imagining how a  different  gamification  could  be,  beyond  the  logic  of  prediction of  digital simulations, and by taking seriously (serious is not the same as  boring!) the ontological and ethical dimensions involved in the process of cutting reality through the design of a game.
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Illustration 1: Nike+ website home
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Illustration 3: Nike+: Places. Runners in London, UK

Illustration 2: Nike+: website page 'how it works'
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Illustration 4: Gazira Babeli (2006), Come to Heaven, painted on NVIDIA GeForce 7600 GT at  
noon, lambda prints
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Illustration 6: Gazira Babeli (2006), Come to Heaven, painted on NVIDIA GeForce 7600 GT at  
sunrise, lambda prints

Illustration 5: Gazira Babeli (2006), Come to Heaven, painted on NVIDIA GeForce 7400, July 2, 2006
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Illustration 7: Gazira Babeli (2006), Come to Heaven, painted on Intel(R) Extreme, July 3,  
2006
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Illustration 8: Gazira Babeli (2006), Come to Heaven, painted on NVIDIA GeForce  
7600 GT at sunrise, lambda prints


